
The 8 SIlk Brocades
A Movement prayer for the BodySoul

The 8 Brocades, or 8 Silken Movements, is a type of qigong called Baduanjin. The
movements impart a silken quality as if creating a “dress” of woven silk for our
body.  It was developed over 1000 years ago by the Song Dynasty as a simple and
e�ective way to maintain health and energy. Think of “qi” as divine energy.

1) Two Hands Hold up the Heavens or Triple heater

Gather from below and move the hands upward with hands loosely joined and slowly raised up the center of the body.release
out to the sides and float the arms down. This helps with circulation and temperature regulation. exhale and Clear rigidity
from the body, mind and soul.

2) Drawing the Bow & Letting the arrow fly

Legs open to horse stance, Arms come together at elbows. Slowly draw a bow to either side. This strengthens and realigns
lower back muscles and spine along with hips, legs, knees, and ankles. It increases focused attention, Clarity, intention,
Inspiration and Strengthens the heart.

3) connect Heaven and Earth

In a smooth motion, press Hands in the opposite directions, one up and one down. the main action is when the hands pass
each other and switch positions. This stimulates the stomach and the chest for deeper breathing. it Tones your core, increases
Stability, and Groundedness. It Also clears Overthinking.

4) Wise Owl TUrns its head and Gazes

Palms open at your sides, rotate outward as head turns to look over shoulder. Alternate. This is a stretch of the neck To
release neck tension, arm, and spine pain. Reduces Fatigue. Soft and open, it Connects you with intuition.

5) Sway the Head and Shake the Tail (Big Bear)

Squat in a low horse stance, place the hands on thighs with the elbows facing out and twist to glance backwards on each
side. This increases your life force energy and power within. It removes excess heat (fire/overattachment) from the heart,
Harmonizes heart fire to be soft, warm, and steady rather than overexerted or burnt out.



6) Two Hands Hold the Feet to Strengthen the Kidneys and Waist

Hands on lower back, trace legs down, around feet, up front of legs, and raise arms up. stretch upwards and back to center.
Draw in essence from the heavens. Connect to Your origins in fluid movement that is also quiet, like a river. Clear
stagnation and Gather inner strength and ease.

7) Clench the Fists and Glare Fiercely

while in horse stance, Make A punching movement either to the sides or forward. gather general vitality and muscular
strength. This helps Balance anger expression in a healthy way. Engender courage and fortitude.

8) Bouncing on the Toes

Hands at your sides, hold tight and rock up onto your toes. Release with a small rocking motion on landing and allow
hands to float up. The gentle shaking vibrations of this piece is said to "smooth out" the qi. It Settles and eliminates 7
illnesses.
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